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Abstract: ICT security has been one of the major causes of problems in the world in that billions of dollars are lost every year because of cyber terrorism that has become a way to destroy the world in just a few seconds, nevertheless Universities are not exception to this kind of terrorism, that’s why they are encouraged to ensure strict ICT security within the University campus. This research study aimed at describing the critical need for ICT security in Universities and to show that ICT security can affect academic progress in Universities. The population of study comprised of ICT academic personnel (Lecturers, Technicians, and Lab-Attendants). Findings showed that there is a strong relationship between academic activities and ICT security. Therefore, without a well-secured ICT security, a University can come to a standstill.
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INTRODUCTION

The coming of the submarine cables to the East African coast (Nora Mulira, et al, 2009/2010), promised greater affordability of Internet access and in turn, an increase in use of the Internet in Uganda. James Saaka, (2011) the Executive Director of the National Information Technology Authority Uganda (NITA-U) in the Internet Governance forum report revealed that, Phase one of the National Backbone Infrastructure/E-Government Infrastructure project had been completed. Phase Two was scheduled for completion by September 2011 which would cover the whole country. As it was prophesised in Nora’s (2009/2010) research, by 2012 there were a huge number of internet users since the sub marine cable was finished. But before, there was an indicator that showed that even though teachers showed great interest and motivation to learn about the potential of ICTs, in practice, the use of ICT was relatively low and was focused on a narrow range of applications, with word processing being the predominant use. With the increase in internet by the end of 2011 many teachers in universities increased the utilisation of internet which now calls for security concerns. According to (Aguti& Fraser et al, 2006).There was a widespread belief among Ugandans that exposure of students to computers would increase their educational achievement and greatly enhanced their employability after school. Various technocrats are of the view that integration of ICT into their world of work will improve their own performance and commitment. This has led rapid increase in the use of ICTs in Universities which now calls for security controls to maintain the technology introduced.

The Uganda Internet Governance Forum report (2012) shows that Uganda has made progress on implementing some key Internet Governance issues. Internet Governance focuses included affordability and access to cyber security management and critical Internet resources.

On cyber security management, Uganda has operationalised cyber laws, including the Computer Misuse Act (2010), Electronic transactions Act (2011) and the Electronic Signatures Act, 2011. Attendant draft regulations for the Electronic Transactions Act and the Electronic Signatures Act have been developed. The ICT ministry together with NITA-U is developing an awareness strategy to the public.

Despite the availability of the law, Ugandans don’t know how the cyber law operates and also none of the victims is ready to go public for fear of raining their integrity in business and on addition majority lack skills of protecting themselves against the criminals (The Weekly Observer, 12 October 2012).

According to Dr. Marian Quigley, (2011), Protection of information has been a major challenge since the beginning of the computer age. Given the widespread adoption of computer technology for business operations, the problem of information protection has become more urgent than ever. Computer files, databases, networking and the Internet-based applications all have gradually become part of the most critical assets of an organisation. When these assets are
attacked, damaged or threatened, data integrity becomes an issue and the proper operation of the business may be interrupted.

**Existing Methods of Protections in Academic Institutions**

Academic Institutions which feel vulnerable have formulated ICT policies, which among things address security concerns. Such institutions make use of Encryption System. Encrypting such files at least helps protect institutions with physical security measures, digital rights management systems which prevent unauthorised use.

Access Control Systems to control access to information and computer systems, the aim is to define a set of account management standards that will restrict access to authorised personnel and safeguard the services and information. This is done mostly by use of passwords. Other existing protection methods are; Active Content Monitoring but the most frequent is the Antivirus, interior and exterior firewall and central backup servers. There is, however a limited number of Institutions protecting themselves to this level, this is mainly because of the costs involved. Most of the software protection available involves regular renewal of licenses and subscriptions, and these costs are considered by many (Uganda Communications Commission paper on the state of cyber security in Uganda, 2005).

Harisinh (2008) says the purpose of information security is to protect an organisation's valuable resources, such as information, hardware, and software. Through the selection and application of appropriate safeguards, security helps the organisation's mission by protecting its physical and financial resources, reputation, legal position, employees, and other tangible and intangible assets. Unfortunately, security is sometimes viewed as thwarting the mission of the organisation by imposing poorly selected, bothersome rules and procedures on users, managers, and systems. On the contrary, well-chosen security rules and procedures do not exist for their own sake, they are put in place to protect important assets and thereby support the overall organisational mission.

**II. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN UGANDA CYBER SECURITY**

Recent research on ICTs in Uganda shows rapid increase in the use of ICTs among Ugandans, estimated at rate of 50% increase every year (Uganda communication commission, 2012), despite of the increase in the use of ICTs, there has been little done to help the Ugandan Institutions in Improving their ICT security in both business and Higher Institutions of learning (National Information Security Strategy, 2011). Many Ugandan companies are increasingly struggling to deal with cybercrime through which they have lost billions and yet the police find it difficult to help because the companies prefer silence (The Weekly Observer Friday, 12 October 2012). The research by PanAfrican Research Agenda on the Pedagogical integration of ICTs in Uganda (2007 – 2009) shows that the cost of internet connection and maintenance is a big challenge that the academic institutions are facing.

A few recent ICT security incidences in 2012 about ICT security in Uganda, MTN Uganda, Warid Telecom, Standard Chartered and Stanbic Bank, Universities among others, counted huge losses in ICT security loopholes. Four employees of Gulu University lost millions of shillings through a bogus online car dealership. The commen manning the website encouraged the lecturers to send money for buying cars, which they did but no car was shipped. When they insisted, the dealers sent a car without an engine then shut down the website. Many Universities and schools have lost sums of money, student’s records, physical computer equipment in such circumstances but majority have remained silent because of fear to loose market and integrity in the public (The weekly observer, October 2012).

**III. ICT SECURITY CONCEPT**

Kenneth Høstlandet al, (2010) say the term information security is related to the following basic concepts: Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA). The confidentiality, integrity and availability of security is a general concept for a secure ICT system. According to Tim Lane,(2007), despite the generosity of the concept research suggests that this concept is now too simple to describe more than the basic elements of security in that elements in CIA do not represent accountability and responsibility, but perhaps by the fact that the CIA concept was developed in the era of computing, when Electronic Data Processing (EDP) operations were representative of most computing environments, and information security was seen mostly as basically a technical function. The ICT environment is now substantially different to the early data processing days and hence the comprehensive techniques and methods are now needed. According to Esharenana E. Adomi, (2010), during the last 20 years, information and communication technologies (ICTs) have greatly provided a wealth of new technological opportunities, with the rapid deployment of both the Internet and cellular telephone leading the way.
Fardzah Sulaiman, (2010), says Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is an important strategic and essential functional requirement for many institutions of higher learning. In the developing world, ICT is achieving breakthrough in management and teaching through online learning, which helps to cater for the increasing student population. However, the security of the information being processed stored and exchanged is a growing concern to the management as the dependence on ICT for most of the institutions’ core services functions are increasing.

Gunnar Bøe, Per Arne Enstad, et al, (2011); say that ICT security architecture for the Higher Education sector must meet the following overall requirements

- Institutions must provide adequate protection for their information assets. Security and risk levels must be well-established at the management level and based on risk assessments.
- The ICT systems must comply with the institution’s information security policy.
- Consideration must be given to relevant regulatory requirements and directives, such as the government policy on ICT local legislation.
- The security architecture must comply with the institution’s objectives as stipulated in [appropriate local legislation], and with any agreements the institution may have with third parties.
- The ICT systems must be equipped with appropriate capacity and adequate robustness in the event of failure (resilience).
- The ICT systems must have sufficient quality.

There is wide agreement by scholars like, Stephen M. Mutula, (2010); that a good information security policy is the foundation of organisations’ information security. However, there is very little research into the creation of good security policies in Institution of higher learning but varieties of beliefs with respect to security policy exist. Diagram 1 illustrates the structure of a good security system for any given security system.

Richard Baskerville and Mikko Siponen, (2002), say, there are two schools of thought in existence that can be distinguished in dealing with ICT information systems, which include;

1. Technical Security Management Control


Technical Controls section focuses on security controls that the computer system executes. These controls are dependent upon the proper functioning of the system for their effectiveness. The implementation of technical controls
however always requires significant operational considerations and should be consistent with the management of security within the organization Parker, (1998)

Non-technical Management Controls section addresses security topics that can be characterised as managerial. They are techniques and concerns that are normally addressed by management in the organisation's computer security program. In general, they focus on the management of the computer security program and the management of risk within the organisation.(NIST 800-12, 2009).

IV. METHODOLOGY

The Population of the study comprised of ICT academic persons, that is (ICT lecturers, ICT technicians, Lab-Attendants) of (6) six public and private Universities in Uganda, those gave their views on the study to examine ICTs security. A stratified random sampling method was used to select ICT lecturers, ICT Lab-Attendants, and ICT technicians. About sixty four academic ICT personnel were sampled out of eighty five, forty two ICT lecturers, thirteen ICT Lab-Attendants and nine ICT technicians from the six Universities.

The researchers used questionnaire for gathering the opinions of selected ICT skilled persons, about the computer security management in different universities. A five point likert type scale was used to calculate the and interpreted weighted average.

Analysis and Interpretation of Data

The collected data was organised in form of frequencies. The analysis of data was done considering ICT security in relation to academic progress and management. During the analysis, quantitative approach and weighted average were used to analyse the structured data.

V. FINDINGS

ICT Security in Relation to Losses of Resources at the University

Incidence of universities loosing huge sums of money were common in Ugandan universities in the year 2013, for example Kyambogo University lost shillings five billion in form of students’ tuition (The New Vision Daily Apr 12, 2013) basing on this information, the opinion of respondents about “The university has experienced great resource losses due to weak security controls” were, the lecturers with a weighted average of 3.6 agreed, while the technicians with the weighted average of 3.9 also agreed but Lab-Attendants were undecided with a weighted average of 2.8. This means if the opinion of the two respondents who agreed is considered, it can be concluded by saying that, with weak ICT controls the university make great loss of resources.

ICT Security Controls versus Financial Loss in the University

The respondent’s opinion on “Big amount of money are lost from the financial department every year due to weak ICT policies”. Lecturers were undecided with weighted average of 3.2, technicians with 2.8 also were undecided and also the Lab-Attendants with 2.9 were undecided. Therefore the statement was not significant. This means that majority of the respondents did not take a clear stand about the statement that big amounts of money were lost from the financial department every year due to weak ICT security.

However there is much to be looked at in the issue of loss of money from the financial department because the lecturers, technicians and Lab-Attendants know less about issues of finance. Therefore there is a gap for more research.

ICT Security in Relation to Leaking Exams

In case the university uses the server to keep their examination online there can be possibilities that the students can hack into the system and leak exams, so on the opinion about “The University Students leak exams because of weak network security controls” the following was their responses. The lecturers with weighted average of 2.4 remained undecided; the technicians with 2.8 were undecided while the lab technicians with 2.2 disagreed. In the analysis of above results, it shown that the weighted average was very low which means that majority of the respondents disagreed with the statement.
ICT Security versus Academic Activities at the University

The opinion on, “A weak network security leads to low academic activities in the university” the following were the responses. The lecturers with 3.7 weighted average agreed with the statement, technicians with 3.3 remained undecided but the weighted average is moderate, the Lab-Attendants with weighted average of 4.1 agreed. It can be concluded that the majority of the respondents agreed with the statement, which means the hypothesis is significant that a weak network security leads to low academic activities in the University. However it should be noted this only can be possible in a university whose activities are automated using ICTs, in universities where most activities are Manual, ICT security is not a serious problem to them.

The Perception on ICT Security whether it is A Hard Task to Achieve in the University

The respondent’s view on whether ICT security is a hard task to achieve or not was that, the Lectures with 3.1 were undecided whether managing ICT security is a hard task, the technicians also were undecided with 2.8 and also the Lab-Attendants were undecided with 3.2. The above results show that the statement was not significant because the majority of the respondents did not take a clear stand about the statement.

Many ICT Security Tasks are Left Unattended to in Universities

The respondent’s view on whether many ICT security tasks are left unattended to because of lack of skilled manpower and security tools were as follows; the lecturers agreed with the statement with 3.8, and the technicians also agreed with 4.1, but the Lab-Attendants were undecided with 2.9 weighted average but this weighted average was moderate. Basing on this, the researcher concluded that the majority of the respondents agreed with the statement that many ICT security tasks of the Universities are left unattended because of lack of skilled manpower and security tools.

Influence of ICT Security on Electronic Learning

The opinion of the respondents about the Issue of the Universities failing to implement electronic learning systems partly because of network security problems experienced was as follows; the lecturers with a weighted average response of 3.6 agreed with the statement, technicians with 4.0 weighted average responses also agreed, the Lab-Attendants with 4.1 agreed with the statement also. Therefore, the hypothesis is significant, this means that majority of the respondents agreed with the statement that the universities failed to implement electronic learning systems because of network security problems experienced.

VI. DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

The study shows that a weak ICT controls in Universities can make great loss of resources, however when respondents were asked a related question, whether big amounts of money were lost from the financial department every year due to weak ICT security, majority of the respondents disagreed with the statement. It can be noted therefore that considerations can be made for universities whose activities are majorly manual, there may be no any resource loss due to ICT security, but for a University like Kyambogo that lost 5.5 billion (2012) in form of student (Daily Monitor 24th April 2013) they have to improve on their ICT security. Therefore, Universities should implement an advanced ICT security based on the research by Harisinh (2008) where he said that the purpose of information security is to protect an organization's valuable resources, such as information, hardware, and software. Through the selection and application of appropriate safeguards, security helps the organization's mission by protecting its physical and financial resources, reputation, legal position, employees, and other tangible and intangible assets.

Majority of the students disagreed with the issue of University Students leaking exams because of weak network security controls, however there can be possibilities of leaking exams when examination are kept on the computer which is online, students can hack through the network and have access to such examinations, therefore all Universities are advised always to keep their examinations on computers that are offline for security purposes.

Majority of the respondents agreed with the statement that a weak network security leads to low academic activities in the Universities. This is because there would be less research conducted, the loss of study materials, computers could not work because they are infected with viruses, and hence leads to low academic activities. However, it should be noted that much as ICT security can affect academic activities in a University, the early universities used to operate without ICTs which means, still the can operate manually, but with the modern world of today it’s a very hard task to
operate in a University without computers. Therefore there is critical need to take proper care of ICT equipments to ensure proper running of Universities.

The respondents agreed with the statement that the universities failed to implement electronic learning systems because of ICT and network security problems experienced. It should be noted that electronic learning is done on computers and without ensuring their security, it’s hard to realise a proper teaching and learning environment on computers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research findings showed that ICT security and education within Universities are closely related, and that if the administration ignores the security of the ICTs it can even lead to the closure of a university particularly in cases when most activities in a university are automated and manned by computers. Therefore making ICT security at a critical consideration by the management of the university would make academics progress well. This would be through allocating enough resources to maintain ICT security, employing ICT security experienced personnel, creating awareness about ICT security among the academic staff, procuring the latest hardware and software that suit the security needs of a university, and lastly all the above can successfully contribute in maintaining ICT security when integrated as one system in university.

Recommendations to Universities

1) Institutions need to confront the reality to protect sensitive data which is much sensitive in the progress of academics. Institutions should enact reforms that honor their core values and remain conscious of the way a university works while aiming for systemic changes to ensure confidentiality and integrity of information within the university and all the university outside businesses.

2) The researcher recommend E-Campus software like the one that was developed by Kyambogo students together with administration that captures the data of all students and their financial standing in the university and also alerts students on logging in the due date for payment of tuition fees. This would help in controlling the financial losses of the university due to weak information security.

3) ICT security should be included in the university budget, this would help in allocating a specific amount of the university funds to maintain ICT security within the university.

4) Formalised ICT security policies should be designed to govern all Connors of loop holes within the security within the ICT system of the university.
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